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ABSTRACT: Exploitation of chemical fertilizers and synthetic pesticides are serious problems for today’s
agriculture. Use of these chemical substances destabilize the natural soil microbial content and kills natural
enemies of the targeted pest. Moreover, their contributions towards environmental pollutions are also
significant. On the contrary, as an alternative source, the usage of biopesticides for pest control is emerging as
a promising strategy for pest management in agriculture. However, the traditional use methods of
biopesticides may result in the sub-optimal outputs. To provide solutions, the encapsulation of biopesticides is
done that effectively improve the biopesticide performance and decreases the environmental contamination
concerns. In this review, we have provided a brief idea about the current status and the future prospects of
biopesticide usages and the different encapsulation methods employed to improve the biopesticide efficacy.
Keywords: Biopesticides, active ingredient, encapsulation, environmental pollution.
I. INTRODUCTION
Pesticides originating through natural elements
including microbes, plants, animals, and minerals are
known as biopesticides. Biopesticides play very
important character in sustainable agriculture, however
they are usually used in conjunction with some other
pest’s management activities, such as synthetic
chemicals, as element of integrated pest management
using a bio-intensive approach. These are biological
pesticides based on microbial pathogens that are unique
to a particular pest and provide environmentally
friendly and efficient pest management. These are less
harmful to the ecosystem and people's health because
they are biodegradable and leave no residues. Microbes
that possess a negative impact on the pest of concern
are typically utilised as microbial pesticides.
Biofungicides (Trichoderma sp.) bioherbicides
(Phytophthora sp.) and bioinsecticides (Bacillus
sphaericus, B. thuringiensis) are among them. The
advantages of using biopesticides in farming are
significant [1-4].
Antimicrobial and antioxidant activity of extract from
Ipomoea carnea a wild plant also reported [5]. Leaf
powder from certain plants also found effective against
pulse beetle during laboratory experiment [6]. Several
organic amendments have been reported to have a
considerable impact on late blight occurrence and
intensity in potato and tomato plants [7].
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Biopesticides have sparked a lot of attention throughout
the scientific society and they've been suggested as
possible replacement for chemical pesticides. Although
here are concerns about performance and research
of product, particularly in terms of nanomaterials, is a
booming field in which biopesticide formulations were
being improved. As a result, they've gotten a lot of
attention in the last ten years [8]. Biopesticides provide
a coordinated plant protection approach, and upcoming
formulation products must have a better balance of
development inputs and effectiveness. Although it shall
be simple to supply sole organism-based to consortiumbased products, particularly suitable to insecticidal and
microbiological types of biopesticides. Newer unique
insecticidal and microbiological formulations with
improved
performance,
including
nanoemulsions, nanocapsule and nanosuspensions, have
also been discovered for commercial development as
technological advances [9].
II. BIOPESTICIDES IN AGRICULTURE

Pests attack crop plants on a regular basis, affecting its
development and subsequent condition. Growers
typically depend on rapid pest management strategies,
primarily synthetic pesticides, to safeguard their crops
against pest damage [10]. While chemical pesticides'
efficacy, long-term use poses problems, such as the
emergence of pesticide-resistant pests [11]. Chemical
pesticides can have detrimental implications on
individuals and society, as well as toxic effects to nonInternational Journal of Theoretical & Applied Sciences, 13(1): 64-67(2021)
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target creatures, which has an adverse effect on
ecosystems [12]. Several risks connected mostly with
mishandling and excess use of chemical pesticides had
prompted the development of alternate solution for pest
management [13].
Because biopesticides have no toxic effect in the
managing of plant pathogens, these are as secure and
efficient solutions for both the applicator and the user
[14, 15]. These are environmentally safe, easily
biodegradable, target specialised and do not
develop resistance among pests [16-18]. Whereas
biopesticides offer benefits such as a secure ecosystem
and good produce for public intake, there are still some
barriers that obstruct its use as pest and disease
management tools. At field conditions higher dosages
of such component substances are required for
better activity [17]. The habitat wherein crops develop
represents the frequency of bioactive component in
biopesticides [19]. The range of crops and its cultivars
also affect the component active ingredients resulting in
variations of disease reactions [20]. The process of
production utilised has an impact on the efficacy of
plant extracts [21]. It might be difficult to achieve the
proper quantities of functional and inert components
throughout the formulation process. In addition, there
are still no standardized processing techniques or
recommendations
besides
efficiency
evaluation, especially in the field conditions [22].
Whereas most in vitro studies give great outcomes,
variations are usually present in the field condition due
to low storage period or occasionally bad quality of
sources or processes of production.
III. ENCAPSULATION TECHNIQUES
BIOPESTICIDE PRODUCTION

FOR

Encapsulation refers to a process, where an active
ingredient, such as chemicals, drugs, and even tissues is
caged inside an encapsulating or gelling agent to form a
stable complex [23]. Encapsulation is a widely-used
technique in pharmaceuticals and food industries [24,
25]. In agriculture, development and use of
biopesticides often encounter with problems, like
human exposure related issues, chemical residual
issues, and environmental contamination issues.
However, encapsulation of the developed biopesticides
can help in minimizing all these issue in practice [26].
The method of encapsulation can vary depending on the
active ingredient of the biopesticide. In addition, the
encapsulating chemical can also be of many choices,
ranging from solids to liquids, at times even gases.
Similarly, shape of the encapsulation can be different,
including spherical, bead-structural, capsules, and
multi-core/shell [27]. Thus, to finalize an encapsulation
method, various factors, such as biopesticide particle
size, physical and chemical nature, biocompatibility,
release mechanism, and encapsulating material play
vital roles [23].
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A number of encapsulation techniques are there which
are employed in the agricultural sector on the basis of
their physical or chemical natures. For instance, some
of the most widely used physical encapsulation
processes are gelation, fluidize coating, and spray
drying [28]. Similarly, some of the popular chemical
processes include polymerization, melt-dispersion, and
coacervation [29, 30]. At many occasions, the choice of
encapsulation technique can actually alter the efficacy
of the biopesticide. For example, the antimicrobial
activity essential oils from oregano and thyme were
amplified by the use of encapsulated carvacrol [31].
Likewise, the toxic effects of carvacrol on the nontarget organisms were evaluated [32].
Encapsulations also helped in overcoming other shortcomings of the crude biopesticides. For instance, water
solubility of carvacrol was improved by encapsulation.
Apart from that, key improvements have been made to
enhance the efficacy and stability of the biopesticides
by encapsulation and addition of surfactants [33]. For
instance, encapsulation of D-limonene, which is the
active compound in citrus fruit oils, via emulsion
polymerization enhanced its activity. D-limonene acts
as a potent fungicide by possibly causing fungal
cytoplasmic disintegration. Without encapsulation the
activity of D-limonene is lost rapidly due to
volatilization and oxidative degradation [33].
Biopesticide encapsulations can improve their efficacy
in the environment. For instance, use of encapsulated
plant oils from tea, pomegranate, and grape reduced the
feeding of rice weevil [34]. In addition, the
encapsulation improved the stability and water
solubility of the plant oils. Another technique of
biopesticide encapsulation, in-situ polymerization,
provided improved efficacy of neem oil by mixing
phenol aldehyde microparticles with it [35]. Similarly,
the coacervation-mediated encapsulation of the
insecticidal fungus Metarhizium anisopliae showed
significant improvements against fire ants [36].
Recently, use of fluid-bed coating technique
successfully produced entrapped biopesticides from the
fungal spores of Beauveria bassiana, Cordyceps
fumosorosea and M. brunneum, which were employed
in integrated pest management [37].
In a separate study, nematodes were entrapped in
alginate beads that protected the maize plants from
Diabrotica balteata [38]. Algination of the
biopesticides increased their chances of bioactivity and
survival and ensured a longer shelf life. Encapsulation
of biopesticide provide numerous advantages over the
traditional Diabrotica balteata use of biopesticides,
including improvement of biopesticide activity,
enhanced stability and bioavailability, lower toxicity,
and environmentally friendly [39].
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IV.
CONCLUSION
PROSPECTIVE

AND

FUTURE

Presently, the use of biopesticides is gaining
recognition and farmers are showing interests to adopt
it as an alternative to the chemical pesticides. As the
biopesticides cost a fraction of the cost of the chemical
pesticides, use of the biopesticides seems to be a
pocket-friendly option. Their advantages and less
toxicity natures are gaining the biopesticides a good
marketplace in India. On the other hand, various
encapsulation techniques are improving the biopesticide
stability, bioavailability, and release mechanism. These
collectively reflect on the success of various
encapsulated biopesticide formulations. Having said
that, advances in the encapsulation techniques are
essential to achieve even more stability and
effectiveness of the biopesticides. For example, the
supercritical fluid technology, such as use of CO2 is
gaining popularity as a promising encapsulation
method. This not only decreases the production cost,
but also reduces the effects of other chemical solvents
used for encapsulation. Moreover, further researches
must be conducted to study the new encapsulation
techniques, their effects on the biopesticide activity,
and the compatibility in between these two.
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